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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDINGS IN THE COURT BELOW
In addition to the parties listed in the caption, Hugh
Jones Hintze and John Higgins were named as third-party
defendants in a third-party complaint filed by defendant
Forthcoming Investments.
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JURISDICTION
Defendants/appellees Forthcoming Investments, Annette
P. Cumming, Ian M. Cumming, and Stephen D. Swindle do not dispute
the statements of plaintiff/appellant Oquirrh Associates
regarding jurisdiction,
ISSUES
The plaintiff's issues 3 through 6 are the issues that
relate to the plaintiff's claims against Forthcoming.
Forthcoming has two disputes with the plaintiff's statement of
the issues.
First, issues 3 and 5 were not raised at the trial
court level.

As to issue 3, the plaintiff argued below that the

writ of garnishment served on Frank Bernard gave the plaintiff
privity of contract with Mr. Bernard.

The plaintiff never made

that argument with respect to Forthcoming, however.

The

plaintiff never raised issue 5 at the trial court level in any
context.

With respect to issue 6, the plaintiff never asserted

the argument that Forthcoming was liable for waste because of a
covenant that allegedly ran with the land.

Since the plaintiff

failed to raise these issues below, this Court should not
consider these arguments for the first time on appeal.

Katz v.

Pierce, 732 P.2d 92, 95 (Utah 1987); Richins v. Delbert Chipman &
Sons Co.. Inc.. 817 P.2d 382, 387 (Utah App. 1991).
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Second, the plaintiff has inaccurately characterized
the standard of review on an appeal from the granting of summary
judgment.

On page 1 of its brief, the plaintiff cites New West

Federal Savings and Loan Association v. Guardian Title Company of
Utah, 818 P.2d 585, 588 (Utah App. 1991) for the proposition that
"[t]he court will affirm a grant of summary judgment only where,
even according to the facts as contended by the losing party, the
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law."

The

quoted statement is accurate only when the appellate court
determines that there is a genuine issue of material fact.

Id.

If there is no genuine issue of material fact, however, the
granting of summary judgment is reviewed for correctness under
the applicable legal principles.

Sanderson v. First Security

Leasing Co.. 844 P.2d 303, 306 (Utah 1992).
DETERMINATIVE RULE
Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
These appellees do not dispute the plaintiff's
statement of the case.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Forthcoming believes that the plaintiff's statement of
facts sets forth the essential transactions relevant to this
appeal.

As set forth in the plaintiff's brief, this case arises

from a series of three Uniform Real Estate Contracts.

047139404 1
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Each of

the contracts had a different purchase price and different
payment provisions from the other contracts:

(1) the Oquirrh-

Loiselle contract (R. 9) provided for a purchase price of
$210,000, with a down payment of $15,000 and the balance payable
in monthly installments of $1,500, bearing interest at 9%, and
ending in a balloon payment due on October 19, 1989; (2) the
Loiselle-Bernard contract (R. 385) provided for a purchase price
of $217,000, with a down payment of $25,000 and the balance
payable in monthly installments of $1,614.44, bearing interest at
9-1/2%, until paid in full; (3) the Bernard-Brady contract (R.
389) provided for a purchase price of $270,000, with a down
payment of $50,000 and the balance payable in monthly
installments of $1,931.60, bearing interest at 10%, until paid in
full.
Forthcoming obtained its interest in the property by an
Assignment of Contract from Chad Corporation.

(R. 192.)

That

document assigned to Forthcoming the Bernard-Brady contract,
which was the third in the series of contracts described above.
Forthcoming never assumed any obligations under either of the
other two contracts.

Forthcoming received a Quitclaim Deed from

the Loiselles granting Forthcoming rights and benefits under the
Loiselle-Bernard contract. (R. 426.)

Forthcoming assumed no

obligations under that contract, however, and the Quitclaim Deed
expressly provided that Forthcoming would have no duty to perform
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any obligations under that contract. (R. 427.)

Forthcoming

subsequently sold and assigned its interest to First National
Leasing, which was in possession and control of the property at
the time this action was commenced.
There is no evidence that any waste or deterioration
occurred on the property during the time that Forthcoming
occupied and controlled it.

The only evidence on this point is

contained in the affidavit of Forthcoming's general partner,
Annette P. Cumming.

(R. 598.)

From December 22, 1983 through

March 30, 1988, when Forthcoming had control and possession of
the property, Forthcoming employed property managers who
supervised the maintenance of the apartments on the property.
Forthcoming maintained the grounds and common areas of the
property throughout the time of its possession of the property.
With respect to individual apartment units, Forthcoming performed
necessary maintenance and repairs when apartments were vacated
and were prepared for re-renting.

The condition of the property

and the apartments on the property did not deteriorate during the
time Forthcoming had control and possession of the property.
599-600.)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The rights and liabilities of the parties to this
action are governed by documents whose authenticity is
undisputed.

The key documents are three separate Uniform Real
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(R.

Estate Contracts.

The plaintiff was the seller under the first

of those contracts, while Forthcoming succeeded to the buyers'
interest under the third of those contracts.

The law is well-

settled that successive buyers under Uniform Real Estate
Contracts will not be deemed to have assumed obligations of prior
contracts unless the buyer expressly agrees to assume those
obligations.

In the present case, Forthcoming never assumed any

of the obligations of the plaintiff's contract with its buyers.
Thus, the plaintiff has no claim against Forthcoming for breach
of contract and is not entitled to recover from Forthcoming a
deficiency judgment or damages for waste pursuant to the
contract.
The plaintiff did not acquire any claim against
Forthcoming through the writ of garnishment issued to Forthcoming
or by means of the assignment from Chad Corporation to the
plaintiff.

The writ of garnishment gave the plaintiff only the

limited right to collect whatever debts Forthcoming owed to Chad.
Forthcoming had already satisfied its financial obligations to
Chad, however, so there was no debt owing to Chad that the
plaintiff could garnish.

For the same reasons, Chad's assignment

to the plaintiff gave the plaintiff no rights against
Forthcoming.
Moreover, Forthcoming had been excused from any
obligation to perform under the contract that was assigned to

047139404 1
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Forthcoming because of the anticipatory breach committed by Frank
Bernard, the seller under that contract. When the plaintiff
foreclosed on the property under its contract with the Loiselles
and purchased the title at a sheriff's sale, Mr. Bernard and the
sellers under the subsequent contracts lost the ability to convey
title to their purchasers. This excused the purchasers and their
assigns, including Forthcoming, from any obligation to continue
making payments or otherwise to perform under the subsequent
contracts.

The foreclosure occurred under the plaintiff's

contract with the Loiselles, and could not have been caused by
any default by Forthcoming or any other buyers under the
subsequent contracts. Moreover, once the plaintiff prevented the
sellers under the subsequent contracts from being able to convey
title, the plaintiff could not later attempt to revive the
contracts through garnishment proceedings or by taking an
assignment of their interest.
The plaintiff's claim for waste against Forthcoming
fails for two reasons.

First, as discussed above, the

plaintiff's claims arising under its contract are limited to its
buyers, the Loiselles.

To the extent the plaintiff's waste claim

is based on an alleged breach of contract, it is also limited to
the plaintiff's buyers.

Second, the plaintiff has a claim for

waste only against the party in possession and control of the
property when the waste occurred.

047)39404 1
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The evidence is undisputed

that no waste or deterioration of the property occurred while
Forthcoming had possession and control of the property.
ARGUMENT
I.

INTRODUCTION
The plaintiff discusses various issues in its brief but

succeeds only in obscuring the relevant principles of law.

This

case revolves around three separate and independent Uniform Real
Estate Contracts.

The rights and liabilities of sellers and

purchasers under Uniform Real Estate Contracts are well-settled.
The guiding principle is this:

absent clear language to the

contrary, successive Uniform Real Estate Contracts bind only the
parties to each contract.

A subsequent purchaser will not be

deemed to have assumed the obligations under the prior contract
unless he expressly assumes those obligations.

Hansen v. Green

River Group. 748 P.2d 1102 (Utah App. 1988).
In the present case, the only contract that bound
Forthcoming Investments was the third in the series of Uniform
Real Estate Contracts.

Forthcoming was two steps removed from

the only contract to which the plaintiff was a party and thus had
no obligation to the plaintiff.

The plaintiff's attempts to

evade the clear terms of these agreements are futile.
II. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY GRANTED SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN FAVOR
OF THESE DEFENDANTS
There are two fundamental issues presented by an appeal
from a grant of summary judgment:
047139404 1
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(1) Whether there exists a

genuine issue of material fact, and if there is not, (2) whether
the movant is entitled to entry of judgment as a matter of law
under the undisputed facts.

Arrow Industries, Inc. v. Zions

First National Bank, 767 P.2d 935, 936 (Utah 1988).

The only

claim that conceivably could have given rise to an issue of fact
is the plaintiff's claim for damages arising from waste that was
allegedly committed on the property.

All of the remaining issues

are purely legal issues based on documents whose authenticity is
undisputed.
A.

The trial court correctly ruled that the plaintiff had no
claim for a deficiency judgment or for damages arising
from waste against Forthcoming.
The relevant documents unambiguously set forth the rights

and liabilities of the parties to those agreements.

The

plaintiff had a claim for any deficiency judgment only against
its immediate purchasers, the Loiselles, who were the only
persons in contractual privity with the plaintiff.

Forthcoming

Investments was not in privity with the plaintiff and never
assumed any obligation to the plaintiff.
In Hansen v. Green River Group, 748 P.2d 1102 (Utah App.
1988), the Utah Court of Appeals considered issues virtually
identical to those presented in the present case.

In Hansen, the

plaintiffs were sellers under a Uniform Real Estate Contract with
defendant Synvest, which in turn sold its interest to defendant
Green River Group by a separate Uniform Real Estate Contract.

047)39404 1
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The plaintiffs in that case, like the plaintiff in the present
case, sued both their direct purchaser (Synvest) and the
subsequent purchaser (Green River Group) and requested an order
of foreclosure and a deficiency judgment against both of the
defendants.

The trial court granted the order of foreclosure,

but dismissed the claim for a deficiency judgment against Green
River Group (the subsequent purchaser).
The plaintiffs appealed and argued that Green River Group
was personally liable to the plaintiffs either because it assumed
that obligation or because the plaintiffs were third-party
beneficiaries of the contract between Synvest and Green River
Group.

The plaintiffs focused on language in the contract

between Synvest and Green River Group stating that Green River
Group agreed "to abide and be bound by the conditions that appear
in all underlying contracts."
The Court of Appeals held that the quoted language did
not create an assumption of the previous contract.

The Court

considered the entire transaction and cited several reasons in
support of its conclusion that there was no assumption of the
prior contract:

(1) Synvest and Green River executed a separate

Uniform Real Estate Contract rather than a simple assignment and
assumption agreement; (2) although the two Uniform Real Estate
Contracts were on the same form, there was an $80,000 difference
between the purchase prices in the two contracts, evidencing an

047139404 1
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intent to enter into an independent agreement rather than to
transfer the obligations of the first contract; (3) the SynvestGreen River contract obligated Green River to pay its purchase
price only to Synvest, and not to the plaintiffs; and (4) there
was no language in the Synvest-Green River contract evidencing an
intent by Green River to assume an obligation to the plaintiffs,
which might be indicated by words such as "assumes," "agrees to
pay," or the like,

748 P.2d at 1104.

The facts in the present case are even more compelling
than those in Hansen because the relevant documents not only
contain no assumption language, but instead contain language
expressly agreeing that there was no assumption.

All parties

agree that the plaintiff has a claim for a deficiency judgment
against its buyers, the Loiselles. The plaintiff's claim for a
deficiency judgment ends with the Loiselles, however, and it
certainly does not extend to Forthcoming.

Forthcoming obtained

its interest by an Assignment of Contract from Chad Corporation
and a Quitclaim Deed from the Loiselles. (R. 394.)

The contract

assigned by Chad was not the Oquirrh-Loiselle contract or the
Loiselle-Bernard contract, but the Bernard-Brady contract. Under
the Assignment, Forthcoming was required to perform only the
obligations of the Bernard-Brady contract, not those of the prior
two contracts.

047139404 1
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The Quitclaim Deed from the Loiselles to Forthcoming (R.
426) contains no reference to the plaintiff's contract with the
Loiselles.

It refers only to the subsequent Loiselle-Bernard

contract and it provides that the Loiselles "acknowledge and
agree that [Forthcoming] shall have no obligation to perform any
of the obligations . . . under or in connection with [the
Loiselle-Bernard contract]."
clear:

The intention of the parties is

Forthcoming will have no obligations other than those

imposed by the Bernard-Brady contract that Chad assigned to
Forthcoming.

Thus, the plaintiff cannot prevail in its contract-

based claims against Forthcoming, whether the claim is for a
deficiency judgment or for damages due to alleged waste of the
property.
The plaintiff relies on several legal theories in an
attempt to evade the clear meaning and intent of the relevant
documents.

None of these theories can change the language or

effect of the documents, however.
B.

The plaintiff did not acquire privity of contract with
Forthcoming through the issuance of a writ of garnishment
directed to Forthcoming.
The plaintiff apparently now concedes that it has no

claim against Forthcoming under the series of Uniform Real Estate
Contracts described above.

Instead, the plaintiff now claims

that it acquired privity of contract with Forthcoming by means of
a writ of garnishment directed to Forthcoming.
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The plaintiff's

theory regarding privity of contract is unsupported by the
applicable law.
By obtaining the issuance of a writ of garnishment, the
plaintiff obtained only the right to recover whatever debt
Forthcoming then owed to Chad.

Forthcoming did not owe any debt

to Chad or its predecessors, however.

Forthcoming had discharged

all of its financial obligations to Chad long before the writ of
garnishment was served on Forthcoming.

This fact was established

by the affidavit of Forthcoming's general partner, Annette P.
dimming (R. 598), and the plaintiff has never even attempted to
raise an issue of fact on this point.

Thus, Forthcoming owed no

money to Chad, and there was no debt that the plaintiff could
attach through the writ of garnishment.
The plaintiff tries to get around these facts by arguing
that it acquired privity of contract with Forthcoming through the
writ of garnishment.

In support of this theory, the plaintiff

cites Lang v. Lang, 17 Utah 2d 10, 403 P.2d 655 (1965) to the
effect that the issuer of a writ of garnishment "stands in the
shoes" of the defendant.
point, however.

The plaintiff's argument misses the

The plaintiff "stands in the shoes" of the

defendant only to the extent of the defendant's right to collect
any debt that the garnishee owes to the defendant.

This does not

confer on the plaintiff any privity of contract that would
entitle the plaintiff to all the rights and benefits under the

047139404 1
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garnishee's contract with the defendant.

If the plaintiff's

theory were valid, a judgment creditor could avail itself of many
contract rights and benefits simply by issuing writs of
garnishment to all persons or entities with which the judgment
debtor had entered into contracts. This would pervert the intent
of the garnishment proceeding, which is simply to assist a
judgment creditor in collecting its judgment.
The Utah Supreme Court has recognized that a writ of
garnishment gives a plaintiff only the limited right to collect
debts owed to the defendant.

In Paul v. Kirkendall, 6 Utah 2d

256, 311 P.2d 376 (1957), the plaintiffs obtained a judgment of
$20,000 for damages arising from personal injuries. The
defendant's insurance company paid its policy limits of $10,000
to the plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs then issued a writ of

garnishment to the defendant's insurance company in an effort to
recover the excess amount of the judgment. When the insurance
company denied any indebtedness to the defendant, the plaintiffs
filed a reply alleging that the insurance company was liable to
the defendant for the excess based on its bad faith in refusing
to pay the defendant's policy limits before trial. The
plaintiffs claimed that they should be allowed to litigate the
insurance company's alleged liability to the defendant in the
context of the garnishment proceeding.

047139404 1
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The Utah Supreme Court held that the plaintiffs could not
try the issue because the insurance company's liability, if any,
was to the defendant, not to the plaintiffs.
There is a complete lack of any suggestion that
the plaintiffs have been authorized to protect
defendant against the garnishee. There is no
suggestion that defendant's rights against the
garnishee, if any, have been assigned to
plaintiffs.
Id. at 378. Thus, despite the issuance of the writ of
garnishment, the Court held that the plaintiffs did not step into
the defendant's shoes with respect to the defendant's contract
with the insurance company.

The Court determined that to allow

the plaintiff to litigate that issue would compel the garnishee
"to enter into combat with an adversary other than its insured
and do battle with one who had never had any contract relation
with him."

Id. at 379 (emphasis added).

The garnishee's sole

obligation is to pay the plaintiff any debts that it owes to the
defendant:

"If the garnishee surrenders the property of

defendant being held by him and pays the money due to defendant
from him, he has no further obligation except to truthfully
report."

Id.

In Auerbach Co. v. Key Sec. Police, Inc., 680 P.2d 740
(Utah 1984), the Utah Supreme Court relied on Paul, supra, in a
factually similar case.

In Auerbach, the Court again determined

that the plaintiff could not use the garnishment proceeding to
litigate the defendant's claim against the defendant's insurance
047139404 1
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company.

The Court again focused on the limited rights a

plaintiff obtains through a writ of garnishment:

"As a

garnishor, [the plaintiff] may act only within the framework of
[the defendant's] cause of action; its rights if any, against
[the garnishee] are derivative in nature."

Id. at 743.

In a

footnote to the last quotation, the Court said, "Since [the
plaintiff] lacks privity with [the garnishee], it cannot sue in
its own right."

Id. (emphasis added; citations omitted).

In the present case, the writ of garnishment issued by
the plaintiff to Forthcoming entitled the plaintiff only to
recover whatever debt Forthcoming owed to Chad.

As discussed

above, Forthcoming had discharged all of its obligations to Chad
and thus owed no money to Chad.

Moreover, Chad had never

asserted any claim against Forthcoming.

The writ of garnishment

did not give the plaintiff privity of contract with Forthcoming
or entitle the plaintiff to litigate any claims that Chad never
asserted against Forthcoming.
C.

The plaintiff is not entitled to any relief against
Forthcoming under the assignment from Chad to the
plaintiff.
Chad assigned to the plaintiff "all rights, claims, or

causes of action" that Chad had with respect to the subject
property.

(R. 515.)

When Chad gave that assignment, however,

Chad had no claim against Forthcoming because Forthcoming had
discharged all of its financial obligations to Chad.

047138404 1
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Chad's

assignment to the plaintiff gave the plaintiff no greater rights
than Chad itself had.
The plaintiff argues that Forthcoming was in default on
other obligations under the contract that Chad assigned to
Forthcoming.

This argument is incorrect for several reasons.

First, the plaintiff cites no evidence in support of the claim
(Plaintiff's Brief, pp. 19-20), and the plaintiff's claim is
specifically rebutted by the affidavit of Annette P. Cumming.
(R. 598.)
Second, the contract assigned by Chad was the BernardBrady contract.

If there was any breach of that contract by the

buyers or their assigns, it was Mr. Bernard's claim, not the
plaintiff's or Chad's. Mr. Bernard never assigned any such claim
to the plaintiff, and Mr. Bernard never asserted any claim
against Chad that might have given Chad a right to make a claim
over against Forthcoming.
Finally, Forthcoming had been discharged from any
obligation under the Bernard-Brady contract because of Bernard's
anticipatory breach of that contract.

Bernard's contract

required him to convey title to the property upon completion of
the payments owed by his buyers. As soon as Oquirrh foreclosed
on the property, however, Bernard lost the ability to obtain
title to the property and was unable to fulfil his obligation to
convey title to his buyers.

Consequently, Bernard's buyers and
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their assigns, including Forthcoming, were excused from any
further obligation to make payments under the contract.

Marlowe

Investment Corp. v. Radwall, 26 Utah 2d 124, 485 P.2d 1402, 1404
(1971); Leavitt v. Blohm, 11 Utah 2d 220, 357 P.2d 190, 192-3
(1960); Breuer-Harrison, Inc. v. Combe. 799 P.2d 716, 723-4 (Utah
App. 1990).

The plaintiff claims that it could have cured this

anticipatory breach by conveying title after it received an
But the buyers7 obligations under

assignment of Chad's interest.

the subsequent contracts had long since been terminated by the
anticipatory breach arising from the foreclosure, and the
plaintiff could not revive those contracts after the fact.

Thus,

Chad's subsequent assignment to the plaintiff conveyed no right
to recover damages from Forthcoming.
The plaintiff claims that it was Forthcoming that
breached the contract and thus caused the foreclosure.
could be further from the truth.

Nothing

The plaintiff instituted its

foreclosure action because its buyers, the Loiselles, had failed
to make the required payments under their contract with the
plaintiff.

As discussed at length above, the plaintiff's

contract with the Loiselles was separate and independent from the
subsequent contracts.

The Loiselles were obligated to make their

payments to the plaintiff regardless of whether the Loiselles'
buyers or any other buyers made payments under their separate
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contracts.

The plaintiff's only claim under its contract was

against the Loiselles, and not against any subsequent buyer.
D.

Forthcoming assumed no obligation to the plaintiff under
the Quitclaim Deed that Forthcoming received from the
Loiselles.
The plaintiff claims that Forthcoming became a "successor

and assign" of the Loiselles' obligations by accepting a
Quitclaim Deed from the Loiselles conveying their "right, title
and interest" in the subject property.

The Quitclaim Deed did

not constitute an assignment of the Loiselles' obligations to the
plaintiff, however.

In fact, the plaintiff has admitted that the

Quitclaim Deed had a very limited purpose and effect:

"[T]he

only thing the Loiselles assigned to Forthcoming was the right to
receive any monies due under the Loiselle-Bernard contract."
(Plaintiff's Brief, p. 17.)
As discussed above, a purchaser of property will not be
deemed to have assumed the obligations of a prior contract in the
absence of explicit language to that effect.

Hansen v. Green

River Group. 748 P.2d 1102 (Utah App. 1988).

The Quitclaim Deed

from the Loiselles contains no language that would evidence an
assignment.

In fact, the Quitclaim Deed does not even refer to

the Oquirrh-Loiselle contract.

The only contract referred to in

the deed is the Loiselle-Bernard contract, and it conveys only
the benefits under that contract.
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The deed expressly disclaims

any obligation under the contract.

Thus, the Loiselle Quitclaim

Deed gives the plaintiff no claim against Forthcoming.
E. The trial court correctly ruled that Forthcoming is not
liable for any waste committed on the subject property.
The three elements to a cause of action for waste are the
following:

(1) there must be an act constituting waste, (2) the

act must be done by one legally in possession, and (3) the act
must be to the prejudice of the estate or interest therein of
another.

Hansen v. Green River Group, 748 P.2d 1102, 1106 (Utah

App. 1988).

In the present case, there is no evidence that any

waste occurred to the property while Forthcoming had possession
of the property.

To the contrary, the only evidence regarding

the condition of the property during Forthcoming's possession
establishes that no waste occurred during that time.
In support of its Motion for Summary Judgment,
Forthcoming submitted the affidavit of Annette P. dimming,
Forthcoming's general partner.

(R. 598.)

Ms. Cumming testified

that Forthcoming had control and possession of the subject
property from December 22, 19 83 through March 30, 1988. During
that entire time, Forthcoming maintained the apartments, grounds,
and common areas, and performed repairs as necessary. Ms.
Cumming testified that the condition of the property and
apartments did not deteriorate during the time that Forthcoming
had possession and control of the property.
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The plaintiff presented no evidence to the contrary.

The

plaintiff relied on the affidavits of Stephen M. Harmsen (R.
929), Lynn M. Peterson (R. 654), and Fred 0. Christensen (R. 663)
in support of its waste claim.

Mr. Harmsen's affidavit and Ms.

Peterson's affidavit contain no information regarding the
condition of the property during Forthcoming's possession.

Mr.

Harmsen's affidavit alleges that waste occurred at the property
after Forthcoming purchased the property, but the affidavit makes
no claim that any waste occurred prior to Forthcoming's
subsequent sale of the property in March 1988.

Mr. Harmsen

merely states that waste occurred prior to September 1989, a year
and a half after Forthcoming sold the property.
Ms. Peterson's affidavit recites that she observed
problems with the condition of the property "immediately before
and after" the receiver was appointed.

The receiver was

appointed on January 13, 1989, more than nine months after
Forthcoming gave up possession of the property.

(R. 25.)

Mr. Christensen's affidavit also fails to raise any
question about the condition of the property during Forthcoming's
possession.

Mr. Christensen's affidavit refers to attached

inspection reports that are not even a part of the appellate
record.

In any event, none of the reports submitted with Mr.

Christensen's affidavit at the trial court level referred to any
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repair or maintenance problems during Forthcoming's possession of
the property.
The plaintiff's argument that Forthcoming is liable for
waste because it is in privity of estate with the plaintiff
ignores the applicable principles of law.

Even if, as the

plaintiff contends, the "no-waste" clause of the plaintiff's
contract with the Loiselles qualifies as a covenant running with
the land, the plaintiff would have a claim against Forthcoming
only if Forthcoming violated that covenant by committing waste on
the property.

As stated above, there is no evidence to support

such a claim.

The plaintiff implies that Forthcoming could be

liable for waste regardless of whether Forthcoming had anything
to do with it, but covenants are not interpreted so broadly.

An

assignee of a purchase contract is liable for breaches of a
covenant running with the land only if the breach is committed
while the assignee has possession of the property.

Lingle Water

Users' Ass'n v. Occidental Building & L, Ass'n. 297 P. 385, 392-3
(Wyo. 1931).

If the assignee executes a subsequent assignment of

the contract, the subsequent assignee alone will bear the
liability for any breach of the covenant occurring after the
assignment.

Id.

The courts' holdings regarding liability for waste have
been consistent with these principles.

The courts have

consistently imposed liability only on the party in possession of
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the property when the waste occurred.

For example, in Hansen v.

Green River Group, 748 P.2d 1102 (Utah App. 1988), the plaintiffs
presented no evidence at trial regarding the condition of the
property during the defendant's possession of the property.

The

Court of Appeals held that the plaintiffs failed to support their
burden of proof in the absence of such evidence:
Without evidence as to the condition of the
property when [the defendant] took possession, as
well as evidence that [the defendant] was the
cause of "deterioration, misuse, alteration or
neglect of the premises" since that time, any
repair and maintenance expenses incurred by [the
plaintiffs] after they took possession of the
motel in April, 1984 are, by themselves,
insufficient proof that acts of waste occurred.
748 P.2d at 1106, 1107.
In Syracuse Sav. Bank v. Onondaga Silk Co., 175 Misc.
811, 26 N.Y.S.2d 448 (1940), the mortgagor of real property
leased the premises to a lessee who committed waste to the
property.

The mortgagee sued the mortgagor for damages arising

from the waste.

The court denied the mortgagee's claim on the

ground that the waste was committed by the mortgagor's lessee,
not the mortgagor itself.
This lessee in violation of the covenants of the
lease and without the knowledge of the defendant
caused great damage to the premises . . . . For
these acts which injured the security of the
plaintiff and also the property of the defendant,
either of the parties to this action might have
recovered damages from the lessee, but it is does
not follow, as plaintiff contends, that the
defendant should be held responsible for the
misdeeds of its tenant. The mortgagor did no
047139404 1
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wrongful act when it leased the premises to
another.
26 N.Y.S.2d at 451 (emphasis added).
In the present case, the plaintiff presented no evidence
of waste committed during Forthcoming's possession of the
property.

Therefore, the plaintiff has no claim against

Forthcoming for damages arising from waste.
F.

The trial court correctly granted summary judgment in
favor of Annette P. Cumming. Ian M. Cumming, and Stephen
D. Swindle.
The plaintiff's claims against Annette P. Cumming are

based on her status as Forthcoming's general partner.

The

plaintiff's claims against Ms. Cumming, therefore, are no
stronger than its claims against Forthcoming.

Since, as

discussed above, the plaintiff has no claim against Forthcoming,
the plaintiff similarly has no claim against Ms. Cumming, and
those claims were properly dismissed.
The plaintiff claims that Ian M. Cumming is also a
general partner of Forthcoming, but the undisputed facts are to
the contrary.

The only basis for the plaintiff's assertion is

the fact that Mr. Cumming was mistakenly listed as a general
partner in a Special Power of Attorney.

(R. 181.)

Mr. Cumming

in fact has never been a general partner of Forthcoming.

In

Forthcoming's First Amended Agreement and Certificate of Limited
Partnership (R. 551) , Annette Cumming is named as the only
general partner.

Moreover, it is undisputed that Mr. Cumming has
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never participated in the management of Forthcoming.

(R. 598.)

The plaintiff asserted no claim against Mr. dimming other than in
his alleged capacity as a general partner, and thus the claims
against him were also properly dismissed.
The plaintiff named Stephen D. Swindle as a defendant
only because the defendant felt it was necessary to clear title.1
Mr. Swindle has never been a general or limited partner of
Forthcoming, and the plaintiff acknowledged in the trial court
proceedings that it seeks no affirmative relief against Mr.
Swindle.

(R. 800.)
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, appellees Forthcoming
Investments, Annette P. dimming, Ian M. dimming, and Stephen D.
Swindle request that the Court affirm the Orders of Summary
Judgment and Summary Judgments entered by the trial court.
DATED this 3rd day of September, 1993.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
Attorneys for Appellees
Forthcoming Investments, Ian M. dimming,
Annette P. dimming and Stephen D. Swindle

Je£tr£y E/ Nelson

*Mr. Swindle's name appeared in the title report because
he had been appointed attorney-in-fact for Forthcoming for a
brief period in 1987.
(R. 181.)
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ADDENDA
Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
Oquirrh Associates-Loiselle Uniform Real Estate Contract
Loiselle-Bernard Uniform Real Estate Contract
Bernard-Brady Uniform Real Estate Contract
Chad Corporation-Forthcoming Investments Assignment of
Contract
Loiselle-Forthcoming Quitclaim Deed

Tab A

Rule 56. Summary judgment.
(a) For c l a i m a n t A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim or
cross-claim or to obtain a declaratory judgment may, at any time after the
expiration of 20 days from the commencement of the action or after service of
a motion for summary judgment by the adverse party, move with or without
supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in his favor upon all or any
part thereof.
(b) For defending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or
cross-claim is asserted or a declaratory judgment is sought, may, at any time,
move with or without supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in his
favor as to all or any part thereof.
(c) Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion shall be served at least
10 days before the time fixed for the hearing. The adverse party prior to the
day of hearing may serve opposing affidavits. The judgment sought shall be
rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories,
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled
to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in
character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a
genuine issue as to the amount of damages.
(d) Case not fully adjudicated on motion. If on motion under this rule
judgment is not rendered upon the whole case or for all the relief asked and a
trial is necessary, the court at the hearing of the motion, by examining the
pleadings and the evidence before it and by interrogating counsel, shall if
practicable ascertain what material facts exist without substantial controversy and what material facts are actually and in good faith controverted. It
shall thereupon make an order specifying the facts that appear without substantial controversy, including the extent to which the amount of damages or
other relief is not in controversy, and directing such further proceedings in the
action as are just. Upon the trial of the action the facts so specified shall be
deemed established, and the trial shall be conducted accordingly.
(e) F o r m of affidavits; f u r t h e r testimony; defense r e q u i r e d . Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set
forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein.
Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories,
or further affidavits. When a motion for summary judgment is made and
supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the
mere allegations or denials of his pleading, but his response, by affidavits or
as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that
there is a genuine issue for trial. If he does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against him.
(f) W h e n affidavits a r e u n a v a i l a b l e . Should it appear from the affidavits
of a party opposing the motion that he cannot for reasons stated present by
affidavit facts essential to justify his opposition, the court may refuse the
application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be
obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may make such
other order as is just.
Ig) Affidavits m a d e in b a d faith. Should it appear to the satisfaction of
the court at any time that any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule
are presented in bad faith or solely for the purpose of delay, the court shall
forthwith order the party employing them to pay to the other party the
amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused
him to incur, including reasonable attorney's fees, and any offending party or
attorney may be adjudged guilty of contempt.

TabB

I M I S IS A I f G A i t r ftn.OiNG CON1KAC1. ir NOT UNOIIStOOD S£lr COMPEUNI ADV»C£

UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT
1. THIS AGKMCMENT. m»de in duplicate this *9th
day of Ogtpfrer
, A. D., " 77
by and betwaan
OQUIRRH ASSOCIATES (A Utah l i m i t e d partnership^
hereinafter designated as the Seller, and Roger L o i s e l l e and Maraaret L o i s e l l e , h i s wife
hereinafter designated as the Buyer, of

Bountiful, Utah

._

2. WITNESSETH: That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to sell and convey to the buyer.
and tht buytr for tht consideration herein mentioned sprees to purchase the following described rial property, situate in

the county of

S a l t Lake City

S u l e of U u h

^ ^

347-349 South 300 East, SLCt UT
ADDRESS

Id ore particularly described as follows:

Commencing 42 1/2 feet South of the Northwest corner of Lot 3, Block 36,
Plat B Salt Lake City Survey; running thence South 38 1/2 feet;thence East
165 feet; thence North 38 1/2 feet; thence West 165 feet to the point of
beginning.

XUQKXm^XXffiWyX^
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)OCXXXXX^

Refer to Addendum

(Exhibit A) Attached

may pay amounts in excess of the monthly payments upon the unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any
or contract by the Buyer herein assumed, such excess to be applied cither to unpaid principal or in prepayment
installments at the election of the buyer, which election must be made at the time the excess pa>ment is made.
5. It is understood and ajrreed that if the Seller accepts payment from the Buyer on this contract, less than
to the terms herein mentioned, then by so doing, it will in no way altet tht- tcims of the contract as to the
hereinafter stipulated, or as to any other remedies of the seller.
6. It is understood that there presently exisi

ohltfationSughinsl *»ud property in favor of

mortgage'
of future
according
forfeiture

Others

Kith an unpaid balance of

<

Appr. 160,000.00
xxxsxia0&)q«XER*ot^

t

„ 0f

October 1, 1977

XXXXdUOuYJMKKWuHXXiCXK
8. The Seller is given the option loXJuXXXJUvXXXXXXX maintain loans »erured by said property of not to exceed the
then unpaid contract balance hereunder, licsring interest at the rate of not to exceed _«JL£J_r

> .'

__ pen ent

I. " « 0 _ ' ^ ) per annum and payable in regular monthly installments; provided that the a g m i r n t e monthly installment
payments required to be niudc by Seller on said loans shall not be greater than each installment payment required to be
mad* by the Buyer under this contract. When the principal due hereunder has Inren reduced to the amount of any such
loans and mortgages the Seller aKrees to eunvey and the Buyer ajrrces to artept title to the a)»ove described property
subject to said loans and mortgages.
H. If the Buyer desires to exercise his right through accelerated paymentr under this agreement to pay off any obligations outstanding at date of this agreement against said property, it shall be the Buyer's obligation to assume and
pay any penalty which may be required on prepayment of said prior obligations. Prepayment penalties in respect
to obligations against said property incurred by seller, after dale of this agreement, shall be paid by seller unlrss
said obligations are assumed or approved by buyer.

XX0U(X)uXIKXKKX*<Kmrtf*tf

aWBMSH^^
•auXK-KKKJtraWlsKXIuXXK^^^
•aX»CXXXKrO«XKti*KKv1XXXK>W>LW^

tfXXXaiowiufKxmaa'Xn^:^^

in

mmnm^in^inMV^^hf?nMSM

13. The Buyer further agrees to keep all insurable buildings and improvement* on said premises insured in a company acceptable ia the Seller ia the amount of not less than the unpaid balance on this contract.X
aad te assign said insurance to the Seller as his f

16. Buyer agrees that he will not commit or suffer to be committed any waste* spoil, ar destruction in or upon
said premises, and that he will maintain said premises in rood condition.
XttUXXXXaOaaaWWa^^
JBttaSOUWCKXXKatfC^

jQcx&iraatiOKKraro
^ VtfiXXSXX &~n

xx*)UuaotttHiu»axao0U^^

_ .

a%WtK*ftrKaX9UCm)&XXX

BOTbX)SttU«H)a*HKXXWC^^

In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of s complaint, shall be immediately entitled
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of said mortgaged property and collect the rents, issues and
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant
to order of the court; and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, shall be entitled to the possession
of the said premises during the period of redemption.

xxxxxa^cwuutiaDooK)^^
XXXXXjOUattuWOOiWttttXK^^

~

«m)UttiuWocxxjajba^tf^^

a^iaXKiflXi»fXa^6keU0GX
79. Tht Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved lo be p*td at the time end in the manner above mentioned
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed conveying the title to the
above described premises 1n& and clear of all encumbrances except as herein mentioned andI except
<
as mayinhave
by or through the acts or neglect of the Buver. and to furnish at hi* expense, a nohev of title insurance
the accrued
amount
of the purchase pric. aXXlOa&d^boXXi^^
yy^v/r**MraU-¥ttViWYM* *t time of delivery oi dccdJ^iO^iX^WaJiJOtKjXXA
20. It is hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Buyer accepts the said property
fat its present condition and that there are no representations, covenanu, or agreements between the parties hereto with
reference to said property except as herein .specifically set forth or attached hereto As a p a r t o f ^ E x h i b i t "A ,
in c a s e o f c o n f l i c t b e t w e e n t h i s c o n t r a c t and E x h i b i t "A", C h i s - i a g r e e m e n t . s h a l l

"TrevaTTT

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties to this agreement have hereunto signed their^
names, the dav and year first above vri tten. Sinned in the presence of xf
/ j ^

far./Mr.

^^ZSJO*.

I1
o
3
a

o
o
3

xxmxxxxxamincBQgxro^
ADDENDUM

to
UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT

T h i s agreement made and d a t e d t h e 19th
October

day o f

, 1 9 7 7 , by and between

ROGER LOISELLE and MAGARET LOISELLE, his wife, as joint tenants
h e r e i n a f t e r d e s i g n a t e d as t h e Buyer, and OQUIRRH ASSOCIATES,
a Utah Limited P a r t n e r s h i p , h e r e i n a f t e r d e s i g n a t e d as t h e
Seller;
WITNESSETH:
The Seller, for the consideration herein set forth
agrees to sell and convey to the Buyer, and the Buyer agrees
to purchase from the Seller, subject to the terms and conditions
hereinafter set forth, certain real property and

(20 refrigerator.

and 20 stoves found therein) located at 347 and 34 9 South Third
East, Salt Lake City, County of Salt Lake, State of Utah, and
said property being more particularly described as:
Commencing 4 2 1/2 feet South of the N.W. corner
of lot 3, block 36, plat B, Salt Lake City Survey;
running thence South 38 1/2 feet; thence East 165
feet; thence North 38 1/2 feet; thence West 165
feet to the point of beginning.
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual
covenants herein contained and the monetary consideration herein
recited, it is mutually agreed by and between the parties as
follows:
1.

The Seller does hereby sell to the Buyer and the

Buyer does hereby purchase from the Seller the Subject Property
for the sum of TWO HUNDRED TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS

($210,000,00).

Said purchase price is to be paid as follows:
(a)

The sum of FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS

(including the FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS

($15,000.00

($500)) earnest money now hel

by DISCOVERY REALTORS, to be paid upon execution of this
agreement, receipt of which is hereby
(b)

The sum of ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT THOUSAND

SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS
as follows:

acknowledged;

($188,700.00) to be paid by the Buyer
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payinents of FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS ($1500.00)
per month beginning on the
19th day of November
,
with interest accruing from the
19th day of
October
, 1977, at the rate of 9%, with the
stipulation that the entire principal balance owing to
seller be paid off at the end of TWELVE YEARS from
the date of signing of this agreement.
(c)

The remaining amount of SIXTY THREE HUNDRED

DOLLARS ($6300.00) to represent adjustment for sales commission
paid by the Buyer to Buyer's broker.
££XXXX&eOHK$*^^

XtiHOCStXXttBXX.
3.

Possession of the Subject Property shall be delivered

to the Buyer on the

19th of October

, 1977.

The

Buyer shall be entitled to all income from the Subject Property
from and after the

19th of October

, 1977.

All

taxes and assessments levied and assessed upon said property
for the year 1976 and for all prior years thereto shall be
paid by the Seller, and the taxes and assessment levied and
assessed upon and against said property for the year 1977
shall be prorated between the parties hereto as of the
19th of October

, 1977, on the basis of taxes

assessed thereon for the year 1976.
levied and assessed thereon after
1977, shall be paid by the Buyer.

All taxes and assessments
19th of October

,

The Seller warrants that there

are no unpaid taxes or assessments for the years prior to
1976 which constitute a lien"on the Subject Property, or any
portion thereof.
4.

All closing costs and escrow fees shall

be

paid one-half by the Seller, and one-half by the Buyer.
5.

Seller hereby agrees not to allow any encumbrance

to accrue against said property.

In the event any lien or

encumbrances shall hereafter accrue against said premise by

.,

r

*

r

<—*

-w»«,

«nij

**«J

«M*V*

discharge the same and receive credit on the principal amount
then remaining to be paid hereunder in the amount of any such
payment or payments, and thereafter the payments herein provided
to be made by the Buyer to the Seller may, at the option
of the Buyer, be suspended until such time as such payments
shall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid.

In the event Buyer

shall default in the payment of any taxes or assessments as herein
provided, Seller may at its option pay the same and the Buyer,
in such event, agrees to repay Seller upon demand all such
funds so advanced and paid by Seller together with interest
thereon from the date of payment at the rate of NINE PERCENT
(9%) per annum until repaid.
6.

It is agreed that in the event the Seller should

desire to sell or transfer ownership to adjoining property
located South of the Subject Property (351 South 300 East, a
fourplex building), Seller hereby gives Buyer a FIFTEEN (15)
DAY right of first refusal to purchase said property on terms
equal to the existing offer found acceptable to the Seller.
7.

The Seller agrees to provide parking sufficient

for TEN (10) AUTOMOBILES within ONE HUNDRED FEET (100 feet) of
the Subject Property for as long as the existing structures
at 347 and 349 South 300 East are standing.

Said parking

rights cannot be sublet to non-tenants or leased or sold or
assigned apart from the existing structures at 347 and 349 South
300 East.
8.

In the event £he Buyer should desire to sell

or transfer any ownership interest in the subject property,
the Buyer hereby agrees to grant the Seller a FIFTEEN (15)
DAY right of first refusal to purchase said ownership interest
on terms equal to the existing offer (which has been accepted
by the Buyer subject to this right of first refusal).
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9.

The Buyer, hereby grants to the Seller, and the

Seller hereby reserves the right to purchase hot water and
heat from the Buyer's building located on the Subject Property
at a rate of THIRTY DOLLARS ($30.00) per month or ONE-SIXTH (1/6)
of the water and gas bills for 347 and 349 South 300 East
properties, whichever is higher for a period of TWELVE (12)
YEARS.
10.

The Buyer hereby grants to the Seller the option

to repurchase the subject property at a price equal to the
higher of the following:
MAI Appraisal at the date of exercise of this option
or the sales price herein of the Subject Property
per this agreement, subject to TEN (10) PERCENT
per year increase plus any and all capital improvements
less normal depreciation on these capital improvements.
11.

The Buyer grants to Seller, and the Seller hereby

reserves an easement over any and all surface areas of the
subject property (buildings excluded) for access to the
Seller's adjoining property.
12.

The Seller grants to Buyer reasonable access to the

Subject Property along the North edge of the Seller's remaining
property (351 South 300 East) for the purpose of pedestrian
access to 300 East.
13.

In the event of a failure to comply with the

terms hereof by the Buyer, and upon failure of the Buyer to
cure any default or to make any payment when the same shall
become due or within TEN (10) DAYS thereafter, Sellers, at
their option, shall have the following alternative remedies:
(a)

Seller shpll have the right, on failure of the

Buyer, to remedy the default within FIFTEEN (15) CALENDAR DAYS
after written notice, to be released from all obligations
in law and in equity, to convey said property and all payments
which have been made heretofore on this contract by the Buyer
shall be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages for the
non-performance of the contract, and the Buyer agrees that the

-5-

Seller may, at its option, re-enter and take possession of said
premises without legal process as in its first and former
estate, together with all improvements and additions, and
improvements shall remain with the land and become the property
of the Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at the will
of the Seller; or
(b)

r

Seller may bring suit and recover judgment for

all delinquent installments, including reasonable costs and
attorney's fees.

(The use of this remedy on one or more occasions

shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default);
or
(c)

The Seller shall have the right, at his option,

and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the entire
unpaid balance hereunder at once due and payable and may elect
to treat this contract as a note and mortgage and pass title
to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose
the same in accordance with the laws of the State of Utah, and
have the property sold and the proceeds applied to the payment
\i

of the balance owing, including costs and attorney's fees;
d the Sellers may have a judgment for any deficiency which may

*

remain

In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon

filing of a complaint, shall be immediately entitled to the
appointment of a receiver to take possession of said mortgage
property and collect the rents, issues and profits therefrom
and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder,
or hold the same pursuant to order of the Court; and the Seller
upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, shall be entitled to the
possession of said premises during the period of redemption.
*** (d) SEE BELOW
14. It is agreed that time is of the essence of this
agreement

«y

(fflwffimfflllmxM
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15.

It is hereby expressly understood and agreed by

the parties hereto that the Buyer accepts the Subject Property
in its present condition, and there are no representations,
covenants or agreements between the parties hereto with referen<
to said property except as herein set forth.
16.

The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they

default in any of the covenants or agreements contained herein,
the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, includinc
a reasonable attorney^ fee which may arise or accrue from the
enforcing of this agreement, or in obtaining possession of the
premises covered hereby, or in pursuing any remedy provided
hereunder or by the statutes of the State of Utah, whether such
remedy is pursued by filing a suit or otherwise.
17-

It is understood and agreed that the stipulations

aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors,
administrators, successors and assigns of the respective parties
hereto, and the benefits hereunder shall inure to the Buyer or
its assignees.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said parties to this agreement
have hereunto signed their names the day and^ year first above
written.
BUYER:

SELLER:

TabC

UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT
"This is a legally binding form, if not understood, seek competent advice."

1 THIS AGREEMENT, made in duplicate this
Is!
day *f March
by and between
ROHFR T.OTSELT.E and MARGARET LOISELLE. h i s w i f e
hereinafter designated as the Seller, and

FRANK P . BERNARD, a s i n g l e man

hereinafter designated as the Buyer, of

Salt

Lake C i t v .

A.D., isll

Utah

2. WITNESSETH That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to sell and convey to the buyer, and the
buyer for the consideration herein mentioned agTees to purchase the following descnbed real property, situate in the county of
S a l t Lake
State of Utah tn-wit- 347-349 S. 300 E . , S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah
ADDRESS
More particularly descnbed as follows:
BEGINNING 42 1/2 feet South of the Northwest corner of Lot 3, Block 36,
Plat B, Salt Lake City Survey, and running thence South 38 1/2 feet;
thence East 165 feet; thence North 38 1/2 feet; thence West 165 feet
to the point of BEGINNING.
SUBJECT TO easements, covenants, restrictions, rights of way and reservations
appearing of record and taxes for the year 1979 and thereafter.
3. Said Buyer hereby agrees to enter into possession and pay for said described premises the sum of
TWO HUNDRED SEVENTEEN THOUSAND AND NO/100
nniUr,,*2!7 > Q0Q - 0 0
payable at the office of Seller, his assigns or order ^?0S S . Q7 5 E . t B o u n t i f u l .
•trictly within the following timet, to-wit. TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND AND NO/100

\

Utah
,f 2 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

,

cash, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and the balance of f 1 9 2 t QQQ . 0 0
shall be paid as follows:
The sum of $1,614.44 or more, on or before the 1st day of April, 1979, and the
sum of $1,614.44 or more, on or before the 1st day of each and every succeeding
month thereafter, until the entire principal balance together with interest has
been paid in full.
In addition to the above specified payment, the Buyer agrees to pay the general
property taxes and fire insurance premiums when the same become due and payable.

Possession of said premises shall be delivered to buyer on the __JLs_t

day of

March

19_LZ__.

4. Said monthly payments are to be applied first to the payment of interest and second to the reduction of the principal.
Interest shall be charged from
March 1 s t . 1 9 7 9
o n a j] unpaid portions of the
purchase pnce at the rate of N i n e & H
may pay amounts in excess of the monthly payments
contract by the Buyer herein assumed, such excess
installments at the election of the buyer, which election

percent (__2_2
%) per annum. The Buyer, at his option at anytime.
upon the unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any mortgage or
to be applied either to unpaid pnncipal or in prepayment of future
must be made at the time the excess payment is made.

5. It is understood and agreed that if the Seller accepts payment from the Buyer on this contract less than according to
the terms herein mentioned, then by so doing, it will in no way alter the terms of the contract as to the forfeiture hereinafter
stipulated, or as to any other remedies of the seller.

$

6. It is understood that there presently exist* an obligation against said property in favor of
QOUIRRH A S S O C I A T E S . I N C . a n d F I R S T T H R I F T AND LOAN
wuh an unpaid balance of
187,264.99
^
S 4 . 8 n n . 0 0 r p g p » r M v p l y *c nf 9-*-7Q
a n d

7. Seller represents that there are no unpaid special improvement distnet taxes covering improvement* to said premises
now in the process of being installed, or which have been completed and not paid for, outstanding against said property,
except the following
None
8. The Seller is given the option to secure, execute and maintain loans secured by said property of not to exceed the then
unpaid contract balance hereunder, bearing interest at the rate of not to exceed
N~inp & ^
percent
( 9i$ %) per annum and payable in regular monthly installments; provided that the aggregate monthly installment
payments required to be made by Seller on said loans shall not be greater than each installment payment required to be made
by the Buyer under this contract When the pnncipal due hereunder has been reduced to the amount of any such loans and
mortgages the Seller agrees to convey and the Buyer aggreet to accept title to the above descnbed property subject to said loans
and mortgages.
9. -lTtne Buyer-d?snrs to exeivise ins n g h i liuuugli <itL,eieiiiUrd'p^yrni?nu»"^Tidi?r,"lhts d^iebntiii w ^«*V off driVro"b"TVE<nT6"TVS
ovts*arKirrrg-in-<i^te~crf ^ h rs-B^rreeTTrr nr'^^Ti^^
which-mov-be rrqvinrctm ^ l e y a j m e m vi biiurpritrr ubiiKaiiuii!>~*Pn?pd>ri!tMil '^wrra1TlFS~l^, reBpwr*trT"fftJtrg3'noTra""a7aTrrBrsal'fl
pfe^crtyineurTee w^nkT,-8^terGTrtyT>f"Trrrs~a"gTevTTTTOT;Tmar^»
by-buy «x10. The Buyer agrees upon wntten request of the Seller to make application to a reliable lender for a loan of such amount
as can be secured under the regulations of said lender and hereby agrees to apply any amount to received upon the purchase
pnce above mentioned, and 40 exe^u^jthe papers required and payrnicwrrfthe-eApeiises necessai j irr ubtanung"Bgrd-tpgn.
the Seller agreeing to pay -»K>-&hcr one half, provided however, that the monthly payment* and intereat rate required, *haJl
not exceed the monthly payments and interest rate as outlined above.
11 The Buyer agree* to pay all taxes and assessment* of every kind and nature which are or which may be assessed
and which may become due on these premise* during the life of this agreement. The Selie; hereby covenant* and agree* that
there are no assessment* against said premise* except the following:
None

The Seller further covenant* and agree* that he will not default in the payment of his obligations against said property.
12. The Buyer agrees to pay the general taxes after

Marrh 1 ,

1 9 7 9 ,—*g a'i'[ r*rar&A

or

rUa

Kae^

?

f

1978 taxes assessed and paid. (1978 taxes were prorated and Buver given credit
for Sellers share thereof from 1-1-79 to 3-1-79)
13 The Buyer further agrees to keep all insurable buildings and improvements on said premises insured in a company
acceptable to the Seller in the amount of not less than the unpaid balance on this rontrart nr f 1Q? nnn nn
and to assign said insurance to the Seller as his interests may appear and to deliver the insurance policy to him
14 In the event the Buyer shall default in the payment of any special or general taxes, assessment* or insurance
premiums as herein provided, the Seller may, at his option, pay said taxes, assessments and insurance premiums or either of
them, and if Seller elects so to do, then the Buyer agTees to repay the Seller upon demand, all such sums so advanced and paid
by him. together with interest thereon from date of payment of said sums at the rate of V« of one percent per month until paid
15 Buyer agrees that he will not commit or suffer to be committed any waste, spoil, or destruction in or upon said
premises, and that he will maintain said premises in good condition
16 In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make any
payment or payments when the same shall become due. or within
T h i r t y (3d)
days thereafter, the Seller,
at his option shall have the following alternative remedies
A Seller shall have the right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five days after written notice, to be
released from all obligations in law and in equity to convey said property, and all payments which have been made
theretofore on this contract by the Buyer, shall be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages for the non performance
of the contract, and the Buyer agrees that the Seller may at his option re-enter and take possession of said premises
without legal processes as in its first and former estate, together with all improvements and additions made by the
Buyer thereon, and the said additions and improvements shall remain with the land and become the property of the
Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at will of the Seller, or
B. The Seller may bring suit and recover judgement for all delinquent installment*, including costs and attorneys fees.
(The use of thus remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting to one of
the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default), or
C. The Seller shall have the right, at his option, and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the enore unpaid balance
hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this contract as a note and mortgage, and pass title to the
Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the same in accordance with the laws of the State of Utah,
and have the property sold and the proceeds applied to the payment of the balance owing, including coat* and
attorneys fees, and the Seller may have a judgement for any deficiency which may remain In the case of foreclosure,
the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately entitled to the appointment of a receiver to
take possession of said mortgaged property and collect the rent*, issues and profit* therefrom and apply the same to
the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant to order of the court, and the Seller, upon entry of
judgment of foreclosure, shall be enotied to the possession of the said premises dunng the penod of redemption.
17. It is agreed that time is the essence of this agreement.
18 In the event there are any liena or encumbrances against said premises other than those herein provided for or
referred to, or in the event any hens or encumbrances other than herein provided for shall hereafter accrue against the same by
acta or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay and discharge the same and receive credit on the amount
then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or payment* and thereafter the payments herein provided
to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until such a time as such suspended payment* shall equal any
sums advanced as aforesaid.
19 The Seller on receiving the payment* herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the manner above mentioned
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed conveying the title to the above
described premises free and clear of all encumLrances except as herein mentioned and except as may have accrued by or
through the a-eto-ot-r*egleet of the Buver, and to..fumiah~ai. his aYpsnse, a policy of title insurance m tKt omouwV<e$--44»e
pnrenaae pnee or »t-the opuow-of the Seller, an abstract brought, to data at time of sale orat-any ttn*e-d*mBg *h<. -Ceim e>f-4*n«
agTccrncnt,-or-o*-tome «( acl>v«py-of deed, at th»^pu<ar>. o/-B**yar.
20 It is hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Buyer accept* the said property in it*
present condition and that there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties hereto with reference
to said property except as herein specifically set forth or attached hereto

Addendum "A" a t t a c h e d .

21 The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default \u any of the covenant* or agreement* contained herein,
that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney s fee, which may anse or accrue
from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining possession of the premises covered hereby, or in pursuing any remedy
provided hereunder or by the statues of the State of Utah whether such remedy is pursued by filing a suit or otherwise
22 It is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to snd bind the heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto.

Security Title Company
Home Office 330 East Fourth South • Salt Lake City Utah 84111 • Phone (801) 363-5841
Real Estate Closing Office 2089 East 70th South • Salt Lake City Utah 84121 • Phone (801)942-4224
Heber City Office 30 North Mam, Suite 7 • HeberOty Utah 84032 • Phone (801) 654-1414 From San Lake 531-6087

ADDENDUM "A"
to
UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT
This agreement made and dated the
1st
day of
March , 1979
, by and between
Frank P. Bernard, a single man
(hereinafter designated as the "Buyer"), and Roger Loiselle and
Margaret Loiselle, his wife
(hereinafter designated as the "Seller");
Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained
herein and in the attached Uniform Real Estate Contract, it is mutually
agreed by and between the parties as follows:
1. In the event the Buyer should desire to sell or transfer any
ownership interest in the subject property, the Buyer hereby agrees
to grant the Seller a FIFTEEN (15) DAY right of first refusal to purchase said ownership interest on terms equal to the existing offer
(which has been accepted by the Buyer subject to this right of first
refusal).
-AP?
2. Seller hereby7SflS^S5B> assigns his FIFTEEN (15) DAY right of
first refusal to purchase property located at 351 South 300 East, a
fourplex building and ground, to Buyer, on terms equal to the existing
offer found acceptable to Oquirrh Associates, Inc., as seller under
the Oquirrh-Loiselle contract dated 19 October, 1977.
3. The Seller agrees to provide parking sufficient for TEN (10)
Automobiles within ONE HUNDRED FEET (100 feet) of Subject property,
along with right of way access, for as long as the existing structures
at 3^7 and 3^9 South 300 East are standing. Said parking rights cannot be sublet to non-tenants or leased or sold or assigned apart from
the existing structures. In the alternative, buyer at his sole option,
shall have the right to summarily demand and receive an assignment of
seller's rights to enforce the above provisions which Seller obtained
under the Oquirrh-Loiselle contract dated 19 October, 1977.
h.
Buyer hereby grants to the seller the right to purchase
one-sixth (1/6) of the water and hot water used by the existing
buildings located at 3^7, 3^9 and 351 South 300 East in return for
payment of one-sixth (1/6) of the water and gas bills generated by
providing such water and hot water to the buildings, or the amount
of said gas and water actually used by the building at 351 South
300 East, whichever is higher, for so long as the Seller is obligated
to provide those items under the Oquirrh-Loiselle contract dated
October 19, 1977.
5* The Seller assigns to the Buyer his contractual right of
reasonable access to the Subject property along the North edge of
351 South 300 East for the purpose of pedestrian access to 3°0 East.
6. The Seller hereby guarantees to the Buyer that there are
and will be no prepayment penalties of any type payable by the Buyer
in the event the Buyer wishes to make accelerated payments on this
contract: Seller further agrees to hold Buyer harmless in the event
that such penalty is assessed by any party.
. .
_ ...
7. In the event of a conflict between the provisions of this
Addendum and the Uniform Real Estate Contract, this Addendum will
take precedence.

-28. Seller certifies that Subject property is in compliance with
all Fire and Building codes and that there are no existing Board of
Health complaints against Subject property.
9« Seller hereby agrees to hold harmless and defend buyer against
any rights, claims, interests, liens or options asserted against Buyer
or the Subject property by any party as a result of any contractual
committments made by or on behalf of any party prior to the execution
of this agreement. Buyer expressly accepts only those obligations
imposed by this agreement.
10. This agreement, comprising the Uniform Real Estate Contract,
as modified, and this Addendum, constitute an integrated document
containing all terms agreed to by the parties. Any further agreements
must be in writing and executed in the same manner as the original
contract and this addendum.
11. Sellers specifically warrant and guarantee that any and all
presently existing encumbrances against the title of subject propertywill be removed by not later than December 31, 1989t and that they will
keep the title in marketable condition for the duration of this contract.
IN WITNESS^WHEROF the said parties to this agreement have hereunto signed their names the day and year first above written.
BUYER:

SELLERS!
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UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT
"This U a legally binding form, if not understood, took competent advite.f 1 ^ j ' ' T - 6 3 8 0 0
.*J
1 5 t h
1. THIS AGREEMENT, mad. In duplicate this
dor of
N o v e m b e r 1 ^ \ D ^ 1Q 79
by and botwoon
FRANK P BFPMAPn
I
, _
horoinaitor designated mo th« Seller, and
[CK HALL a e ^ n . , , , . , <w
mm

MICHAEL B . BRADY. C . A . ZUMBRUNNEfl /an<f SEARS J . EVANS. And

hereinafter dtiifnoted ai the Buyer, of .
2.. WITNESSETH: That tho Seller, for the consideration heroin mentioned afreet to sell and convey to the buyer.
and tho buyer for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to purchase the following described real property, situate in
the county of
S a l t Lake
347-349 South 300 E a s t
g u u of u u h # to.w|tJ
More particularly described as follows:
B e g i n n i n g 42 1/2 f e e t South o f the Northwest c o m e r o f Lot 3 , Block. 3 6 , P l a t "B",
S a l t Lake City Survey; and running t h e n c e South 38 1/2 f e e t ; thence E a s t 165 f e e t ;
t h e n c e North 38 1/2 f e e t ; thence West 165 f e e t t o the p o i n t o f b e g i n n i n g .
TOGETHER WITH the f o l l o w i n g d e s c r i b e d p e r s o n a l p r o p e r t y which s h a l l remain w i t h
the premises and c o n s t i t u t e a p a r t o f the s a l e , t o w i t :
A l l those used for
o p e r a t i o n o f the b u i l d i n g .

,3. .Said Buyer hereby arrets to enter Into possession and pay for said described premises the sum of
TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY THOUSAND AND N O / 1 0 0
- n « n . M (/ i$ 27
L-DoUars
270,000.00
payable at the office of Seller, his assigns or order

0
1

strictly within the follower times, to-wit:
A
*.
>
^O
V
C

as

)

directed

FIFTY THOUSAND AND N O / 1 0 0

($

cash, the receipt of which U hereby acknowledged, and the balance of t 2 2 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

§hlUlbt paW M foUoWi.

f ^ ! 3 < 1 , 6 ? t ° J b ? a p p l i e d t o P r i n c i p a l o n l y , on c l o s i n g .
$ 1 , 9 3 1 . 6 0 or more each month
p r i n c i p a l and i n t e r e s t , p l u s 1/12 o f the g e n e r a l p r o p e r t y t a x e s and 1 / 1 2 - o f the annual
m « I ! v , i 5 U ! a n C e r P r e m i u m e a c h m o n t h * commencing on the 15th day o f December, 1 9 7 9 , and
? ! « :l « T ? ? ' " o n t h « " t h day o f e a c h month u n t i l the e n t i r e p r i n c i p a l and i n t e r e
ilJlr
! J U ' C u r r * n t r e s e r v e f i g u r e i s s e t e t $146.9 3 end may be e d j u s t e d t o r e f l
8et"t"$2°078e5rM€"

^

"

^

tot 1

« P*1*c±pal,

Posaeasion of said premises shaU be delivered to buyer on the

interest,

1 5 t h

t a x e s and i n s u r a n c e payment i

day of

November

IQ

79

4. Said monthly payments are to be applied first to the paymVnt of interest and second to the reduction of the
prindpaL Interest shall be charted from
November 1 5 , 1979
^ ^ of ^
on ^ ^
1 D
mZtSZ
u S L e t e t o ? £ . ° f . f H . ™ >w,
»""nt(
* > P " • » « - • The Buyer, at hi. option at anytime.
w eenfraeH!"SS W ~ V . ~ £ t h t ^S^f P a 7 » t n t » «P°" * • unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any moAgago
9
lltd
ineUUmo?* l * L * S ! £ ! ^ * ^ ^ IVA^T *
* >» W
• l t h " * ***** P r i n e i P^ « »• P a y m e n t of futuS

Ado.

than aceordinf
forfeiture
> Amer

"

Sav" ' i *T Ti*nf°°r

& Loan

; -

"l* 1 t h t r t P r e M n t l r « x i i t » »» obligation arainst aaid property in fiTer «* K O n i i i r r h

^!^^^^nt:1/^Jame8
Hpr<
)

Wa staff

»• «

L i8eiie

*•*>*" °

A««nr

^wtem^

U
** 3 CTf'uflfl Art i' . '
..? ; . ^
?' **
.
2.11/1/79 3.11/1/79 4.11/1/79 5.11/
isea now in the proces. of being installed, or which have been completed and not paid for, outstanding •f*init aaid property, except tht foilowinf
None
- _
^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*. The Seller is riven the option to secure, execute and maintain loans secured by said property of not to exceed the
then unpaid contract balance hereunder, bearing interest at the rate of not to exceed
TEN , *\ \
„«„*„<
Daymen- T'eLjirl^Iir^.!"!! Pwyacbl?. I n r «rular monthly installments; provided that the aggregate^monthly Installment
rne^u by t l l ^ u w r ^ J ^ b y ! * " ? ° £ v " i d i 0 *" - , h t " n o t * ****** * • » ••** installment payment required to be
b i n s and m a r t ! ! ! . . ^Vn * e o n t r a c t ; W h « -»• Principal due hereunder has been reduced to tne emountif any such
£bic?L™^*ri*iS£i£S? t 0 C ° n V t y a J t h t B U W " " " * — * U t U t 0 * • ^ro^eeeribed^roperty
rations 'iute^noW f f ' i E 1 U , t A ? r c l , t h l i r , f h t ^ ^ t " •eeelerated payments under this agreement to ply off any oblU g
tauons outsundinr at date of
this agreement against said property, it shall be the Buyera obligation' to assume snd 5
te o b l l / a t W . M u . l ..?i y b * "*" r * d o n P"P»y"»«nt of said prior obligations. Prepayment penalties in respect \
0
d
LI
i
l
W
u
o
r
J
?
^
1
I
.
.
!
"
P
'
^ ^ i n c « r r !by
r
••"•'•
^ U r d a t a w f thJ « 'srtemMt. shnfi
f~
— u songauons are assumea or approved
buyer.
I
i b* paid by =tU« u^ e S c ^
0
UP n w
tUn
amoun't a ^ ' c a n ^ . ! ^ ! ' I
!i
7J
request of the Seller to make application to a reliable lender for a loan of sueh r
£ ^ J r e K a J iVlc! lt«V m 0 "
. 1 " ? * r « ^ l » t l o n « <>f " " >«nder and hereby agrees to apply any .mount so received upon S n f f e aaid loin i&°V , * nit i ornt«e ,dn- »nu<* to execute
the paper, required and pay on.-helf the expenses necessary in ob- £
intereft rat. 2t3q u
l*3 .tin' ^
» J > W t h « other one-h.lf. provided however, that tht monthly payments and >
,1 S i ' u l r * d ' , h t 1 1 n o t ««•<* the monthly payments and interest rate as outlined above.
and »Mth m » v £ ! . t r r * ! * to pt! T t U U j t , s i n d ••••••mtnU of every kind and nature which are or which may be assessed C
that there £ J » J ^ ! ! ! . * . o n th *** P r e , m i «" d u n n » ^ e life of this agreement. The Seller hereby covenants and agrees $
uiat there are no assessments against said premises except the following:
<

ISC 10

UTAI TITLI AMI ABSTRACT COHPANY
"3

Tooeit B^2 3511

0 « v | , 867-2273

773 16*3

534 0422

Wtbtf 421.744?

The Seller further covcnanta and
1 l»V | The»B«,ycf»afree**e

ea that he will not default in the payment

a obligation* against said property.

pay t^ffeoera^ tfyiea aitet n A P Y 6 ^ 3 * ? , ^ i r * 9 / *

•

13. The Buyer further agrees to keep all insurable building* and improvement* on said premiaea insured in a company acceptable to the Seller in the amount of not less than the unpaid balance on thia contract, or I 22l)fUCKJ»W i
mnd to assign said Insurance to the Seller as his interest* may appear and to deliver the inaurance policy to him.
14 In the event the Buyer shall default in the payment of any special or general taxes, asaessmenta or insurance
premiums as herein provided, the Seller may, at his option, pay said taxes, assessments and inaurance premiums or either
of thorn, and if Seller elects so to do, then the Buyer agrees to repay the Seller upon demand, ail such sums so advanced
and paid by him, together with interest thereon from date of payment of aaid sums at the rat* of % of one percent per
month until paid.
16 Buyer agrees that he will not commit or suffer to be committed any waste, spoil, or destruction in or upon
said premises, and that he will maintain said premises in good condition.
I
"v
19. In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make
any payment or payment* when the aame shall become due, or within
THTBTV C\C\\
daya thereafter, the
Seller, at his option shall have the following alternative remedies.
1
A. Seller shall have the right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five days after written notice,
to be relcaaed from all obligations in law and in equity to convey said property, and all payments which have
been made theretofore on this contract by the Buyer, shall be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated (damages for
the non-performance of the contract, and the Buyer * frees that the Seller may at his option re-enter and Uke
possession of said premises without legal processes as in its first and former estate, together with' all improvements and additions made by the Buyer thereon, and the said addition* and improvement* shall remain with
the land and become the property ot the Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at will 41 the Seller; or
B. The Seller may bring suit and recover judgement for all delinquent installments, including costs and attorneys
fees. (The use of this remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option* Aran resorting
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a aubaequent default): or
" *'
C. The Seller shall have the right, at hia option, and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the entire unpaid
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat thia contract as a note e\nd mortage, and pass
title to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the same in accordance with the lawa of
the State of Utah, and have the property aold and the proceed* applied to the payment of the balance owing,
including costs and attorney'a fees, and the Seller may have a judgement for any deficiency which may remain.
In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately entitled to
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of said mortgaged property and collect the rents, issuea and
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the aamt pureuant
to order of the court, and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, shall be entitled to the posseaaion
of the said premises during the period of redemption.
17. It ia agreed that time is the essence of this agreement.
18 In the event there are any liana or encumbrances against said premiaea other than those herein provided for or
referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrancaa other than herein provided for ahall hereafter accrue against the
same by acts or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay and discharge the same and receive credit
on the amount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or payment* and thereafter the payment* herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be auspended until such a time aa auch suspended
payments ahall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid.
I
19. The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the manner above mentioned
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and auffieient warranty deed conveying the title to the
above deacribed premise* free and clear of all encumbrances except aa herein mentioned and except as may have accrued
by or through the acta or neglect of the Buyer,"and to furmeh at hi* expense, a policy of title inaurance in the amount
of the purchase price or at the option of the Seller, an abstract brought to date at time of sale or at any time during the
term of this agreement, or at time of delivery of deed, at the option of Buyer.
20 It !• hereby expreasly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Buyer accept* the said property
In its present condition and that there are no representation*, covenant*, or agree menu between the parties hereto with
reference to said property except aa herein specifically set forth or attached hereto .
None
21. The Buyer and Seller eaeh agree that should they default in any of the covenant* or agreement* conuunoa nerein, that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney s foe, which may arise
or accrue from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining poaeeasion of the premises covered hereby, or in pursuing any
remedy provided hereunder or by the statute* of the S U U of Utah whether auch remedy is pursued by filing a suit
or otherwiae
22. It ia understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto
IK WITNESS WHEREOF, the aaid parties to thia agreement have hereunto signed their names, the day and year
first above written
Signed in the presence of

^>?Zig

STATE OF UTAH

)
88.

County ofc-Salt-Lake)
On the X5.C " ' ' ^ N&yember, 1 9 7 9 , personsa l l y
r * < * J ^ f ^ ' - P f pj ^- \R ^ K
the S
\ P. BERNARD,
S e l l e r , and
Jr
y%<£j\K\ ZUMBRUNN^Vana SEARS J . EVANS, anfi RICK HALL
instrumehi
r _ Vjlfjjnfcrs of the w i t h i n
o^Le/eTgefl t o me t h a t they executed)
NOTARY PUBLIC ^

i

n E x p i r e s : May 1 3 , 1931
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah
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ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT

erected, situated, lying and being in Salt Lake City, Salt Lake
County, State of Utah, as more particularly described in said

THIS ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT (herein sometimes

Contract.

The land described in the Contract, together with

designated the "Agreement"), made and entered into this 22nd

all of the improvements thereon, will sometimes be collectively

day of December, 1^83. by and between CHAD CORPORATION, a Utah

referred to herein as the "Subject Property".

corporation, with its principal place of business located in

articles of personal property attached to or appurtenant to the

Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, State of Utah

(hereinafter

sometimes designated as "Assignor"), and FORTHCOMING

Subject Property are to be included in the property being sold
and transferred to Assignee.

INVESTMENTS, a Utah limited partnership, with its principal

1-2

place of business located in Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County,
State of Utah (hereinafter sometimes designated as "Assignee").
I.

Uniform Real Estate Contract

Assignment of Contract.

By virtue of a series

of assignments, Assignor is the owner of all of the Buyers'
right, title and interest in and to the Contract and Subject
Property.

RECITALS AND DEFINITIONS
1.1

All fixtures and

1.3
- Exhibit "A".

On

Interest of Parties.

Assignee desires to

purchase from Assignor all of the right, title and interest of

the 15th day of November, 1979, Frank P. Bernard, as the Seller

Assignor in and to said Contract and Subject Property and

(hereinafter "Seller"), and Michael B. Brady, C. A. Zumbrunnen,

Assignor desires to sell to Assignee all of the right, title

Jr., Sears J. Evans and Rick Hall, as the Buyers

and interest of Assignor in and to said Contract and Subject

(hereinafter

"Buyers"), entered into a Uniform Real Estate Contract
(hereinafter " C o n t r a c t M ) ;

a copy of which is attached hereto as

Property.
1.4

Closing Date and Time and Place of Closing.

The

Exhibit "A" and by reference incorporated herein and made a

expression "Closing Date" as used in this Agreement, shall mean

part hereof, wherein and whereby the said Seller agreed to sell

December 22, 1983.

and convey and the said Buyers agreed to purchase, upon the

hour of 10:00 o'clock a.m. on December 2 2 , 1983, at the offices

terms, conditions and provisions therein set forth, all that

of Utah Title & Abstract Company, 629 East 400 South, Salt Lake

certain land, with the buildings and improvements

City, Utah 84102 or at such other place and within such other

thereon

The expression "Closing" shall mean the

time as may be mutually agreed upon by Assignor and Assignee.
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II.
COVENANTS AND UNDERSTANDINGS
In consideration of the mutual promises and covenants

C.

Execution and delivery by Assignee to

Assignor of a Promissory Note in the principal sum of
Thirty Two Thousand Eight Hundred Seventeen and 63/100

heiein contained and other good and valuable consideration, the

Dollars

($32,817.63), in the form attached hereto as

receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, IT IS

Exhibit

"B" and by reference incorporated herein and

AGREED AND UNDERSTOOD BY THE PARTIES HERETO AS FOLLOWS, to-wit:

made a part hereof.

2 1
Property.

Assignor's Agreement to Sell Contract and Subject

Assignor, for the consideration described in

paragrapli 2.2 hereof, hereby sells, assigns, transfers and sets
over unto Assignee all of Assignor's right, title and interest
in and to the Contract and Subject Property.
2.2
Interest

Assignee's Agreement to Purchase Assignor's

in the Contract and Subject Property and Payment of

Purchase Price.

Assignee agrees to purchase all of Assignor's

right, title and interest

in and to the Contract and Subject

Said Promissory Note shall be

secured by a Trust Deed in the form attached hereto as
Exhibit "C" and by reference incorporated herein and
made a part hereof.
2.3

Delivery of Possess ion _to Assignee.

risk of damage and responsibility

for the Subject

Possession,
Property

shall be delivered to Assignee on the Closing Date.
2.4

Taxes and Assessments.

Without

limiting

specific provisions of this Agreement relating to such matters,
Assignee agrees to pay any and all taxes and assessments of

Property and agrees to pay to Assignor, as the total, full and

every kind and nature, real and personal, which are or which

complete purchase price for Assignor's interest, the sum of

may be assessed and which may become due on or in connection

FIFTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTEEN AND 63/100 DOLLARS

with the Subject Property from and after the Closing Date.

($52,817.63), payable in the following manner:

1983 taxes shall be prorated as of the Closing Date.

A.

Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00), by check,

The

Assignor

shall pay or cause to be paid all taxes and assessments, real

which represents a deposit made by Assignee to

and personal, levied or imposed prior to December 31, 1981.

Assignor, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by

Assignee shall reimburse Assignor on the Closing Date for

Assignor.

Assignee's portion of the 1983 taxes levied or imposed on the

B.

Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00), to be

Subject Property.

Assignor represents that there are no unpaid

paid at the time of Closing.

-3-
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special improvement district taxes or assessments against the
arising by reason of an act or omission of Assignee in keeping,
Subject

Property.
observing and performing any term, condition or provision of
2.5

Representations of Assignor.

Assignor hereby
this Agreement.

represents and warrants that it is the owner of the Buyers'
2.7
inteiest

Procedure at^ Closing.

The parties shall cause

in and to said Contract and that it has full right to
to be delivered at or prior to the Closing the following:

sell and assign the same to Assignee.

Assignor further
A.

Assignor shall deliver in escrow a Policy of

represents and warrants that said Contract is valid and
Title Insurance equivalent to an ALTA Owners Policy-enforceable and that the same is in good standing as of the
Standard Form, with an endorsement excluding from
date hereof and that Assignor and its predecessors in interest
Schedule B of said Policy of Title Insurance that
have fully and duly performed all of the terms and conditions
portion dealing with defects which would be disclosed
on their part to be performed under the terms and conditions of
by a correct survey.
said Contract.

The Policy of Title Insurance

Assignor further represents and warrants that
shall be in an amount equal to Two Hundred

Seventy

the unpaid principal balance owing under said Contract is the
Thousand Dollars

($270,000.00).

The Policy of Title

sum of TWO HUNDRED ELEVEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO AND
Insurance shall be dated as of the Closing Date and
37/100 Dollars ($211,182.37), with interest paid to the 15th
shall show that marketable title to the Subject
day of December, 1983, and that Assignor has not previously
Property is vested in Oquirrh Associates, a Utah
assigned any of its right, title and/or interest

in or to said
limited partnership, subject only to property taxes

Contract or the Subject

Property.
not yet due or payable, utility easement and rights of

2.6

Representations of Assignee.

Assignee hereby

agrees that it will keep, observe and perform all of the terras,
conditions and provisions of the Contract that are to be kept,
observed and performed by Assignor.

Assignee further agrees

that it will save and hold harmless Assignor of and from any
and all actions, suits, damages, claims and demands whatsoever

-5-

way of record, the interest of Assignee herein, and
item nos. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16,
17, 18, 19, 21, 2 2 , 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27, as shown on
Schedule B of Section 2 of the Commitment

for Title

Insurance issued by Utah Title and Abstract Company,
Order No. T-93010. dated November 8, 1983 (the

-6-

"Commitment").

Assignor shall pay all premiums for

said Policy of Title Insurance.
B.

Assignor shall duly execute and deliver in

escrow a Bill of Sale and Assignment assigning,
conveying and transferring to Assignee all of
Assignor's right, title and interest in and to all
equipment, furnishings, tools, fixtures, machinery,
appliances, implements, supplies and all other items
of personal property used in connection with the
Subject Property and the operations thereon, free and
clear of all liens and encumbrances of any type
whatsoever, together with all permits, licenses, etc.
used in connection with the operation of the Subject
Property.

A copy of the form of said Bill of Sale and

Assignment

is attached hereto as Exhibit "D" and by

reference incorporated herein and made a part hereof.
C.

Assignee shall deliver in escrow a check in

attached hereto as Exhibit

"B" and by reference

incorporated herein and made a part hereof.
E.

Assignee shall duly execute and deliver in

escrow a Trust Deed as security for the Promissory
Note in the original principal sum of THIRTY TWO
THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTEEN AND 63/100 DOLLARS
($32,817.63), as provided in paragraph 2.2 C, above.
A copy of the form of the Trust Deed is attached
hereto as Exhibit "C" and by reference

incorporated

herein and made a part hereof.
At such time, after satisfaction of all conditions
precedent to Closing, as escrow holder is in a position to
close, then each party shall by writing, advise the escrow
holder to close.

At Closing, each party shall satisfy

itself

that the other party has, in fact, delivered the items herein
specified to be delivered by such party as provided in this
paragraph 2.7.

The delivery of all such material shall be a

the sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00), as

condition precedent to Closing and disbursement

provided

in paragraph 2.2 B, above.

Closing, the items set forth in subparagraphs A and B shall be

Buyer shall duly execute and deliver in

delivered to Assignee, and the items set forth in subparagraphs

D.

of funds.

At

escrow a Promissory Note in the principal sum of

C, D and E be delivered to Assignor.

THIRTY TWO THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTEEN AND 63/100

hereto cannot deliver all documents required at Closing, then

DOLLARS ($32,817.63), as provided in paragraph 2.2 C,

such party shall have a reasonable period of time thereafter,

above.

not to exceed fifteen (15) days, within which to cure or

A copy of the form of Promissory Note is

-7-
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In the event either party

correct such matter or thing.

If the defect or deficiency is
shall bear its own expenses and the costs of escrow, if any,

not cured or corrected within such fifteen (15) day period,
shall be borne equally by Assignee and Assignor.
then the paity to whom such documents are to ultimately be
2.9

Destruction of Subject: Pjopertjr.

In the event

delivered shall, at its option, have the right to (i) waive
the Subject Property is totally or partially destroyed prior to
those requirements that the other party has not fulfilled; or
Closing, Assignor shall give Assignee notice of such total or
(ii) terminate this Agreement without further liability.

In
partial destruction within five (5) days after the occurrence

the event of termination, Assignee's deposit shall be returned
thereof.

Assignor shall make every effort to repair and

immediately, even though Assignee was the party unable to make
restore the Subject Property prior to Closing.
delivery of a document or documents.

If Assignor is

Any charges of escrow
unable to repair or restore the Subject Property to Assignee's

holder for services rendered or costs advanced in the
satisfaction prior to Closing, then this Agreement shall, at
consummation of the transactions herein contemplated shall be
Assignee's option, upon written notice to Assignor, terminate
borne equally by Assignor and Assignee.
and all funds and documents which have been deposited or
2.8

Failure of Warranties and Conditions Precedent t^o
delivered in accordance with this Agreement shall be

Closing.

In the event that the conditions precedent to
immediately returned to the party having deposited the same and

Closing are not satisfied by Assignor in accordance with the
each paity shall be relieved of any further liability hereunder
t e i ms and conditions of tins Agreement, or upon the failure of
2.10 Prorations.
any warranties by Assignor contained

All utility charges and rents shall

in this Agreement prior to
be prorated as of the Closing.

Closing, this Agteement

shall, at Assignee's option, upon
2.11 Inspection.

Upon execution of this Agreement,

written notice to Assignor specifying such failure, terminate
Assignee through its authorized agents, personnel and
and all funds and documents which have been deposited or
employees, shall be entitled to enter upon the Subject

Property

delivered in accordance with this Agreement shall be
during normal business hours to make such inspections as
immediately returned to the party having deposited same and
Assignee may deem necessary.
each party shall be relieved of any further

liability
2.12 Cooperation of Parties.

hereunder.

The parties executing

In the event of such termination, each party hereto
this Agreement shall take such further action and execute and
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deliver such further documents, including but not limited to,
Property have been paid in full

Assignor will

deeds, conveyances and bills of sale, which the other party may
indemnify and hold Assignee harmless from any claims
reasonably requite and find necessiry

in order to carry out the
or demands, including investigation and defense costs

piovisions of this Agreement
or attorney s fees, of unpaid laborers or materialmen
2 11 Brokerage and Peal Estate Commission

Assignor
or from anj liens that maj be filed against the

and Assignee repiesent

that to the best of their knowledge,
Subject

Property

information ind belief that there are no real estate
C

That the Subject Property is being operated

commissions or fees payable with respect to this transaction,
in full compliance with all applicable laws, statutes,
and that each will pay any and all real estate commissions or
ordinances, codes and regulations and Assignor knows
fees which each incuired and indemnify and hold the other party
of no pending or contemplated governmental
Inrmless

action

therefrom
which would directly or adversely affect the Subject
?

1 '* Assignor

s Additional Wirrinties

In
Property

consideration of Assignee s execution of this Agreement,
D
Assignor specifically w a r n n t s

the

That there are and will be at the Closing

following
Date no options, purchase contracts, leases or other

A

That all

lnbilities

for taxes or other
agreements of any kind or nature, written or oral,

assessments inrutred

in connection with the Subject
whereunder or whereby any party has or could claim or

Property which are due shall be paid prior to the
assert any right
Closing Date

Property
harmless and

indemnif\ Assignee

in the Subject

except as herein specifically

provided

fiom any cliims or
E

expenses

title or interest

ind Assipnor shall h>ld Assignee
That any repairs, improvements or alterations

including attorney s fees, which may be
on the Subject Property prior to the Closing Date will

incurred

it inv time in the future in connection with
be fully paid for or payment therefor will be provided

the Subject Property on account of such items
by Assignor, it being understood that all of su^h
B

That all laborers and materialmen who
repairs, improvements or alterations are at the sole

performed

libor

or supplied materials for the Subject
cost and expense of Assignor, who agrees to hold

11
12

Assignee harmless from and indemnify Assignee against
any liens, damages, costs, expenses or attorneys' fees
in connection with any such repairs, improvements or
a 11 erations.
F.

That

contemplated
Subject

condemnation proceedings affecting the

Subject Property

is available via dedicated

and/or improved and recorded

streets

rights-of-way.

That there are no unrecorded

knowledge, other than as mentioned herein or as
disclosed in the Policy of Title Insurance and

I.

month basis and that the total

J.
vested

That

security

lessees is $

fee title to the Subject Property is

in Oquirrh Associates, a Utah limited

partnership, and that the Subject Property was sold
under a Uniform Real Estate Contract dated October 19,
1977, by and between Oquirrh Associates, as seller,
and Roger Loiselle and Margaret Loiselle. his wife, as

-13-

Brady, C. A. Zumbrunnen, Jr., Sears J. Evans and Rick
Hall, as Buyers.

Assignor represents that it is not

Estate Contracts referred to in this paragraph.
Assignor agrees to give Assignee written notice within
five (5) days after it learns of any alleged default

K.

That all rental units are leased to lessees

deposits of all

Real Estate Contract dated November 15, 1979, by and

in any of said prior Uniform Real Estate Contracts.

in writing by Assignee.

on a month to

the Subject Property was then sold under a Uniform

aware of any breach of any term in the Uniform Real

agreements

affecting the Subject Property of which Assignor has

approved

and between Roger Loiselle and Margaret Loiselle, his

between Frank P. Bernard, as Seller, and Michael

That direct ingress and egress to all of the

H.

a Uniform Real Estate Contract dated March 1, 1979, by

wife, as sellers, and Frank P. Bernard, as buyer; that
it lias no knowledge of pending or

Property or any part thereof.

G.

buyers; that the Subject Property was then sold under

That there are no conditions

requiring

corrective maintenance of improvements and structures
covered by this Agreement and that the improvements
and structures are presently free of any material
patent structural defects and in compliance with all
applicable building, electrical, plumbing and fire
codes.
L.

That Assignor has received no notice of any

actions or claims filed or threatened by anyone
against the Subject Property, the Assignor or its
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agents, in connection with any injury or damage
sustained

incident

to the use, occupancy or operation

of the Subject Property, it being understood and
agreed that all such actions or claims are the
obligation of the Assignor, who agrees to hold
Assignee harmless from and indemnify Assignee against
any and all loss, damage, expense, costs or attorneys
fees arising

therefrom.

P.

That at the time of Closing, except as

specifically disclosed and accounted in the
prorations, all lessees will be obligated for the
payment of rents for their continuing occupancy, and
that no security deposits, cleaning deposits, advance
rentals, or other prepayments of any kind or nature
have been received by the Assignor from any of said
tenants for which in the future they may assert any

M.

That at Closing Assignor will not be in
claim or offsets, except as otherwise disclosed in

default

in the performance of any undertaking or any
this Agreement.

agreement made by it in any of the leases to tenants
Q.
of the Subject

That it will indemnify and hold harmless the

Property.
Assignee at all times after the Closing against all

N.

That prior to Closing Assignor shall
loss, liability, damage and expense

(including

diligently continue the normal operation and
attorneys' f e e s ) , or actions in respect

thereof,

management of the Subject Property and shall maintain
arising out of or with respect to any
the Subject

Property

reasonable wear awd

in good condition and repair,
misrepresentation, breach of warranty
nonfulfillment

0.

or

tear excepted.
of any agreement on the part of

That prior to ('losing, no leases affecting
Assignor under this Agreement, or misrepresentation in

the Subject Property may be entered into by Assignor
or intentional omissions from any document

referred to

without the written consent of Assignee and that at
herein or submitted by Assignor to Assignee.
Closing all the terms and conditions of leases in
R.

That there are no management agreements,

existence affecting the Subject Property sold shall
employment contracts, maintenance contracts,
not deviate from the normal business practice of the
subscription contracts, equipment or service rental
Ass i gnor.
agreements affecting the Subject

-15-16-

Property.

S.

That each and all of the agreements,

release of record, then Assignee may, in Assignee's

sole

covenants, warranties and representations of Assignor

discretion and judgment, pay and discharge the same and any

contained

amount paid by Assignee to discharge the same, together with

in this Agreement shall survive the Closing,

and shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of

costs, expenses and attorney's fees incurred by Assignee in

the succesr.ors and assign*; of the Assignor and

connection therewith, shall to the extent that all such

Ass ignee .

obligations paid and discharged by Assignee exceeds in the

2.15 Liens and Encumbrances.

In the event claim or

aggregate the sum of Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00), but not

demand shall be made against Assignee for payment of any of the

exceeding Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00), receive credit

obligations referred to in the exceptions identified as item

on the amount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of

nos. 3, 6, 8, 19, 2 1 , 2 2 , 23, 2 4 , 25, 26 and 27 of Schedule B

such payment or payments and thereafter the payments

of Section 2 of the Commitment, or, in the event any action of

provided to be made may, at option of the Assignee, be

whatever kind or nature shall be commenced against Assignee

suspended until such time as such suspended payments equal any

and/or the Subject

sums advanced as aforesaid.

Pioprrty to rnforce or collect the

obligations referred to in said exceptions, or in the event
Assignee, in Assignee's sole discretion and judgment, deems it
to be in the best interests of Assignee or the Subject

Property

to pay any of the obligations referred to in said exceptions,
then and in such event or events. Assignee shall give written
notice to Assignor as provided herein of such matter, together
with a copy of such claim, demand or action, if any, as may
have been received by Assignee, and Assignee shall thereafter
have a period of fifteen

(15) days in which to satisfy the same

and to obtain a release of record of said obligation.

In the

event Assignor fails to satisfy said obligation and to obtain a

-17-

herein

In the event there are any liens or encumbrances
against the Subject Property other than those herein provided
for or referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrances
other than herein provided for shall hereafter accrue against
the same by acts or neglect of the Assignor, then Assignee may,
at its option, after written notice to Assignor and a fifteen
(15) day period thereafter in which Assignor may cure same, pay
and discharge the same and receive credit on the amount then
remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or
payments and thereafter the payments herein provided to be
made, may, at the option of the Assignee, be suspended until

-18-

such time as such suspended payments shall equal any sums
advanced as aforesaid.

neuter.

are not part of this Agreement, having been inserted for

2.16 Time is of the Essence.

As concerns all matters

of performance agreed upon hereunder, it is covenanted by the

convenience of reference only, and shall have no effect upon
the construction or interpretation of this Agreement.

parties thnt time is strictly of the essence of this Agreement.
2.17 Demands and Notices.

All demands and notices to

be given hereunder, if any, shall be sufficient if given in
writing by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, or if
given by Western Union Telegraph, and in either case addressed
to the respective party at its postal address or to such other
address or addresses as
writing.

each may hereafter designate in

The present postal address of Assignor is
, Salt Lake City, Utah 84

.

The present postal

address of Assignee is 529 East South Temple, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84102.

Notices by mail shall be deemed effective and

2.19 Payment of Costs and Expenses Upon Default.
Assignee and Assignor each agree that should they default in
any of the covenants or agreements contained herein, the
defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a
reasonable attorneys' fee, which may arise or accrue from
enforcing this Agreement, whether such remedy is pursued by
filing a suit or otherwise and whether such costs and expenses
are incurred with or without suit or before or after judgment.
A waiver by either party of a breach of any term or condition
of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of any

Notices by telegraph shall be deemed effective and

complete at the time of delivery thereof to the telegraph
company for transmission.

shall be interpreted
of Utah

This Agreement

in accordance with the laws of the State

Unless otherwise provided, all terms shall have the

meaning given them in ordinary English usage and as customarily
used.

2.20 Entire Agreement.

This Agreement contains the

entire agreement between the parties.

No promise,

representation, warranty, or covenant not included in this
Agreement has been or is relied upon by either party.

2.18 Interpretation of Agreement.

Words in the masculine gender include the feminine and

Each

party has relied upon its own examination of the full Agreement
and the provisions thereof, and the warranties,
representations, and covenants expressly contained in the
Agreement

itself.

No modification or amendment of this

Agreement shall be of any force or effect unless in writing
executed by both Assignee and Assignor.

-19-

further

breach of a term or condition.

complete at the time of posting and mailing in accordance
herewith.

The paragraph headings and titles of this Agreement

-20-

2.21 Successors in Interest.

The stipulations

aforesaid shall to the extent permitted by the provisions
hereof, apply to and be binding upon the successors and assigns
of the respective parties hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties to this Agreement
have hereunto signed their names the day and year first above
written.
ASSIGNOR:

CHAD CORPORATION,

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

)

day of _____
1983, personally
On the
appeared before me
and
who, being by me duly sworn, did say that they are the President
and Secretary of CHAD CORPORATION, a Utah corporation, and that
the foregoing instrument was signed on behalf of said corporation
by authority of its Bylaws or a resolution of its Board of
Directors, and said
and
acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the same.

a Utah corporation
NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

By
President

STATE OF UTAH

ATTEST:

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

By __.
Secretary

ASSIGNEE:

)

On the
day of
, 1983, personally
appeared before me ANNETTE P. CUMMING, who, being by me duly
sworn, did say that she is the General Partner of FORTHCOMING
INVESTMENTS, a Utah limited partnership, and that the foregoing
instrument was signed on behalf of said partnership and said
ANNETTE P. CUMMING acknowledged to me that said partnership
executed the same.

FORTHCOMING INVESTMENTS,

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at: _

a Utah limited partnership
My Commission Expires:

By
General Partner
-21-
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Mail tax notice to.-.rnrthrymi nq. Investments Address.. 529.East.£oiith.Jremplg,..SLCf-Xtah 84103

QUIT-CLAIM DEED

3^9166

ROGER LOISELLE and MARGARET LOISELLE, his wife,
of Salt Lake City
QUIT-CLAIM
to

, County of

grantor
, State of Utah, hereby

Salt Lake

FORTHCOMING INVESTMENTS, a Utah l i m i t e d
529 E a s t South Temple
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84103
nk
TEN

partnership,
grantee
for the sum of

AND N O / 1 0 0

and o t h e r good and v a l u a b l e
the following described tract of land in
State of Utah:

s

DOLLARS,

consideration,
S a l t Lake

County,

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT "A".

o
^ j

WITNESS the hand of said grantors , this
2nd
December
, A. D. one thousand nine hundred and e i g h t y - t h r e e .

* *

day oi

Signed in the presence of

STATE OF UTAH,
/ ss.
COUNTY OF S a l t Lake
day of
December
, X.D. 19 83
On the
2nd
personally appeared before me ROGER LOISELLE and MARGARET LOISELLE^ f ?"
his wife,

*.

..y/A

the signer s of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that t bey executed the
same.
—.
>kA..' ** ***^

My commission expiresJ? ~ »"> ~& ~>

^^
Residing in

^ojmr/Whlifc. *
S a l t Lake C i g y V j I t e h ^ j ^

APPROVED FORM - UTAH SECURITIES COMMISSION
FORM 103—QUIT CLAIM DEED—KCLLY CO SS W NINTH SOUTH. S.L.C.. UTAH

Cr

EXHIBIT "A"

.<?
^

COMMENCING 42.5 feet South of the Northwest
Corner of Lot 3, Block 36, Plat MB'\ Salt Lake
City Survey; thence South 73 feet; thence East
165 feet; thence North 73 feet; thence West 165
feet to the PLACE OF BEGINNING.

This Quitclaim Deed is given for the purpose of quitclaiming
and conveying to the Grantee herein all right, title and
interest, including all reversionary rights, whether vested,
conditional or contingent, which the Grantors may have acquired
or may hereafter acquire in and to the property above
described. Grantors also quitclaim, assign and convey to the
Grantee herein the right to collect and receive any and all
monies now due or to become due Grantors by virtue of a Uniform
Real Estate Contract dated March 1, 1979, executed by the
Grantors herein, referred to therein as Seller, and Frank P.
Bernard, referred to therein as Buyer, notice of said Uniform
Real Estate Contract hawing been recorded March 2, 1979, as
Entry No. 3244803 in Book 4822 at Page 1296 of official
records,; provided however, Grantors, by executing and
delivering this Quitclaim Deed to Grantee, acknowledge and
agree that Grantee herein shall have no obligation to perform
any of the obligations, or to fulfill any of the requirements,
which Grantors have heretofore, or which they may hereafter,
become obligated to perform, provide or satisfy under or in
connection with said Uniform Real Estate Contract dated March
1, 1979.

